Hilterites Shut Down Headquarters of The Communist Party
Why Does the Communist International Continue Its Silence About Germany?
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"The CRISIS IN GERMANY"
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The Jap Attack

A government that wished to do nothing about the situation, not appear overborne, would not be in the aspect it now presents. Its effect has been to rally the people of China and to strengthen them for the decisive contest that is coming. The Jap attack is the climax and summary of the illusionism that has raged in the face of the war.

The Jap attack is the result of a failure to understand the situation. It is the failure to realize that the Japs are fighting for a living, that they are fighting for the control of China, that they are fighting for the control of the world. They are fighting to establish a Jap empire, a Jap world, a Jap civilization. They are fighting to establish a Jap world, a Jap civilization. They are fighting to establish a Jap world, a Jap civilization.
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